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Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91109-8099
Direct numerical simulations of a supercritical oxygen/hydrogen temporal three-dimensional mixing layer are
conducted to explore the features of high-pressure transitional mixing behavior. The conservation equations are
formulated according to  uctuation–dissipation theory and are coupled to a modi ed Peng–Robinson equation
of state. The boundary conditions are periodic in the streamwise and spanwise directions and of nonre ecting
out ow type in the cross-stream direction. Simulations are conducted with initial Reynolds numbers of 6 £ £ 102
and 7:5 £ £ 102, initial pressure of 100 atm, and temperatures of 400 K in the O2 and 600 K in the H2 stream. Each
simulation encompasses the rollup and pairing of four initial spanwise vortices into a single vortex. The layer even-
tually exhibits distorted regions of high density-gradient-magnitudesimilar to the experimentally observed wisps
of  uid at the boundary of supercritical jets. Analysis of the data reveals that the higher-Reynolds-number layer
reaches transition,whereas the other one does not.The transitional layer is analyzed to elucidate its characteristics.
I. Introduction
L IQUID rocket propulsion relying on hydrogen/oxygen com-bustion is not a mature technology in that improvements in de-
sign are still necessary to mitigate ef ciency and stabilityproblems.
To solve these problems in a systematicmanner, it is required to un-
derstandthe fundamentalprocessesoccurringin liquid rocketcham-
bers.When liquid oxygen is injected in the chamber through one of
the many ports, it encountersan environment in excess of its critical
pressure, thereby becoming a supercritical  uid, that is, O2. We de-
 ne a substance to be in a supercritical state when it is at a pressure
p or temperature T exceeding its critical value (indicated here by a
subscriptc) (Refs. l and2).What characterizesthe supercriticalstate
is the impossibilityof a two-phase region. Indeed,when the reduced
pressure pr ´ p=pc > 1 or the reduced temperature Tr ´ T=Tc > 1,
in the (p; T ) plane there is no longer the possibilityof a two-phase,
that is, gas/liquid, region,and instead there is only a single-phasere-
gion.The general term for the substance is  uid, that is, neithera gas
nor a liquid. Noteworthy, because the critical locus of O2/H2 mix-
tures may include smaller or higher values of (pc; Tc ) than those
of the pure species, it is possible that locally in space and time
the mixture could be at subcritical conditions, but such a situation
cannot be assumed to persist for times comparable to those charac-
teristic of mixing because of the continuous change in the mixture
composition.Moreover, Harstad and Bellan3 concluded from their
study of the evolution of an initial O2  uid drop immersed in H2 at
pressures from 6 to 40 MPa that nowhere in the  uid drop or in the
 uid mixture surroundingit are critical conditionsreached.In liquid
rocket chambers the mean pressure is about 20 MPa, with peaks as
high as 30MPa, and therefore,bothO2 and H2 are in a supercritical
state (Table 1). Irrespective of the exact injection con guration, on
entering the combustion chamber O2 disintegrates and mixes with
H2 in a highly turbulent manner while being ignited, with ensuing
combustion producingwater and incomplete combustion products.
From this description, it is immediately clear that O2  uid disinte-
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gration plays a crucial role in determining the size of the O2 parcels
entering in contact with H2 and in the ef ciency of the combustion
process.
This work is motivated by the need to study O2  uid disinte-
gration, although it is not immediately applicable to it and indeed
represents only a  rst step toward this goal. O2 disintegration is a
process essentially different from the much studied spray atomiza-
tion that involves the breakup of a liquid into a multitude of drops.
Liquid breakup relies on physical mechanisms involving the sur-
face tension, and therefore it is an appropriate concept only when
a surface tension does indeed exist. Recent experimental evidence
from the O2/H2 observationsof Mayer et al.4;5 indicates that O2 dis-
integration assumes characteristics different from atomization and
that these characteristics re ect features associated with supercrit-
ical conditions. In contrast to the process of atomization, past the
critical point of the  uid, disintegrationassumes the aspect of what
Chehroudi et al.6 call “ ngers” or “comb-like structures” at trans-
critical conditions,having an increasinglygaseous appearancewith
increasingpressure.Their experimentswere conductedwith N2/N2,
N2/(COCN2/, He/N2 and O2/N2 . Raman scatteringmeasurements
of the radialdensity in freeN2 jets at 4MPa byOschwald andSchik7
show sharp pro les independent of the injection temperature, in-
dicating the occurrence of sharp density gradients. These regions
of sharp density gradients are indeed one of the distinctive opti-
cal features in environments at supercritical conditions. Not only
have they been experimentally observed, but they have also been
identi ed in temporal simulations of supercriticalheptane/nitrogen
three-dimensionalmixing layers8;9; analysisof an enlargeddatabase
ofMiller et al.8 byOkong’o and Bellan10 revealed that these regions
of large density-gradient-magnitude play a crucial role in delaying
transition to turbulence by acting similar to material surfaces in
that they damp emerging turbulent eddies. Although mixing layers
are different from jets, the jet mixing region behaves essentially as
a mixing layer, making mixing layer simulations pertinent to jets.
Moreover, Metcalfe et al.11 point out and discuss the qualitative
similarities between optical laboratory observations and temporal
simulations. The important factor is that both experiments and the-
ory are for  uids at supercritical pressures.
Because the behavior of a binary species system depends on the
identityof the species, it is uncertainif ourprevious ndingsforhep-
tane/nitrogen are immediately applicable to the oxygen/hydrogen
system,which is of interesthere . For example,Harstad andBellan12
found in drop studies that under supercriticalconditions, compared
to the heptane/nitrogen combination, the O2/H2 system displays an
increased solubility and also much larger effective Lewis numbers
Leeff . The increasedsolubilityresults from the thermodynamicmix-
ing rules,2 whereas the enhanced effective Lewis numbers were at-
tributed to the considerably larger difference of the speci c, that
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Table 1 Pure species properties
Species m, g/mol Tc, K pc, MPa vc, cm3/mol Zc Ä
Hydrogen 2.0159 33.0 1.2838 64.284 0.306 ¡0.216
Oxygen 31.9988 154.58 5.0430 73.368 0.288 0.025
is, mass-based, enthalpies of the components in the O2/H2 system
compared to the equivalent difference for heptane/nitrogen.
The present paper is devoted to the study of supercritical O2/H2
three-dimensionalmixing layers through direct numerical simula-
tions (DNS) as a means of obtaining information about its speci c
fundamentalbehavior.This representsonly the  rst step toward nu-
merical studies of O2/H2 under liquid rocket chamber conditions.
Those studiesaremore arduousdue to themuch larger density strat-
i cation. Because in DNS all scales of the  ow are resolved, these
types of simulations appear ideal for developing information to be
used eventually in modeling O2 disintegration,as well as turbulent
O2/H2 mixing. In Sec. II, we brie y recall the conservation equa-
tions derived elsewhere.8;9 Section III is devoted to describing the
particular aspects of the equation of state (EOS) implemented in
the model to obtain increased accuracy with respect to the typical
Peng–Robinson formalism. In Sec. IV, we address the choice of the
transport coef cients. The con guration and boundary conditions
are addressed in Sec. V, whereas, in Sec. VI, we discuss the numer-
ics. Section VII is focused on the initial conditions and results are
presented from a linear, inviscid stability analysis, which is used to
understand speci c aspects of the O2/H2 mixing layer that are nec-
essary for choosing initial conditionsfor the three-dimensionalsim-
ulations. In Sec. VIII we present two three-dimensionalsimulations
at different initialReynolds numbersRe0 . The global characteristics
of the layers combinedwith information from energy spectra show
that only the larger Reynolds number Re0 layer reaches transition.
To understand the characteristics of the transitional state, we con-
centrate on detailed studies of the layer with the larger Reynolds
numberRe0 and present the results of this analysis.A summary and
conclusions appear in Sec. IX.
II. Conservation Equations
The conservation equations are brie y recalled, and the reader
is referred for details to Miller et al.,8 Okong’o and Bellan,9 and
Okong’o and Bellan.13 For the binary mixture under consideration,
the conservationequations are
@½
@t
C @.½u j /
@x j
D 0 (1)
@.½u i /
@t
C @.½uiu j C p±i j /
@x j
D @¿i j
@x j
(2)
@.½YO/
@t
C @.½YOu j /
@x j
D ¡ @ jO j
@x j
(3)
@.½et /
@t
C @[.½et C p/u j ]
@ x j
D ¡ @qIK j
@ x j
C @¿i ju i
@x j
(4)
where x is a Cartesian coordinate; t is time;½ is the density;u i is the
velocity; et D eC uiu i=2 is the total energy, that is, internal energy
e plus kinetic energy; p is the thermodynamic pressure; and YO is
the mass fraction of O2 . Furthermore, qIK is the Irwing–Kirkwood
(IK) form of the heat  ux vector (see Sarman and Evans14 ), jO is the
O2 mass  ux vector, and ¿i j is the Newtonian viscous stress tensor
¿i j D ¹
µ
@u i
@x j
C @u j
@xi
¡ 2
3
@uk
@xk
±i j
¶
(5)
where±i j is theKroneckerdelta functionand¹ is themixtureviscos-
ity that is in generala functionof the thermodynamicstate variables.
The species mass  ux and heat  ux are given by
jO j D ¡
µ
j 0O j C .®IK ¡ ®h/YOYH
½D
T
@T
@x j
¶
(6)
qIK j D ¡¸0IK
@T
@x j
¡ ®IKRuT mmOmH j
0
O j (7)
j 0O j D ½D
µ
®D
@YO
@x j
C YOYH
RuT
mOmH
m
³
v;O
mO
¡ v;H
mH
´
@p
@x j
¶
(8)
with
®h D 1RuT
mOmH
m
³
h ;O
mO
¡ h;H
mH
´
(9)
The notationinEqs. (6–9) is as follows:T is the temperature;D is the
binarydiffusioncoef cient;®D is themass diffusionfactor,which is
a thermodynamic quantity; the mass fraction of H2 is YH D 1¡YO;
m® is the molar mass of species ®ImDmOXO CmHXH is the
mixture molar mass, where the molar fraction X® DmY®=m®I
v;® D .@v=@X® /T ;p;X¯ .¯ 6D ®/ is the partial molar volume; h ;® D .@h=
@X®/T ;p;X¯ .¯ 6D ®/ is the partial molar enthalpy; vD XHv;H C XOv;O
is themolar volume related to the densityby vDm=½I hD XHh ;H C
XOh;O is the molar enthalpy; Ru is the universal gas constant; and
¸0IK is a thermal conductivityde ned from the transport matrix,
¸0IK D ¸ C XHXO®IK ®BKRu½D=m (10)
where limp! 0 ¸D ¸KT, as discussed in Ref. 15, where the subscript
KT refers to kinetic theory. The new transport coef cients associ-
ated with the Soret (in the molar  uxes) and the Dufour (in the heat
 ux) terms of the transport matrix are ®BK and ®IK, which are the
thermal diffusion factors corresponding to the Bearman–Kirkwood
(BK) and the IK forms of the heat  ux (see Sarman and Evans14 ).
These transport coef cients are characteristicof each of the partic-
ular species pairs, and they obey the relationship
®BK D ®IK ¡ ®h (11)
as shown by Harstad and Bellan.15 Additionally, limp! 0 ®IK 6D ®KT
and limp! 0 ®BK D®KT.
To solve the preceding system of equations, it must be closed by
specifying the EOS and the transport properties.
III. Equation of State
The pressure can be calculated from the well-known Peng–
Robinson (PR) EOS given the PR molar volume vPR as
p D RuT
.vPR ¡ bm/ ¡
am¡
v2PR C 2bmvPR ¡ b2m
¢ (12)
where am and bm are functions of T and X® (Appendix). Because
of the inaccuracyof the PR EOS at high pressures (see Ref. 16), vPR
may differ signi cantly from the actual molar volume v. Therefore,
for improved accuracy, we use a modi ed PR EOS in which both
vPR and the volume shift
vS D v ¡ vPR (13)
are calculated from the PR EOS given p; T , and X®; as shown
subsequently.
All of the thermodynamic properties such as the molar enthalpy
hDG ¡ T .@G=@T /p;X , the constant-pressuremolar heat capacity
C p D .@h=@T /p;X , and the speed of sound as D 1=p.½·s/ are cal-
culated in a consistentmanner from the same EOS using the Gibbs
energy G :
G.T; p; X®/ D
Z vu
v
p.v 0; T ; X®/ dv0 C pv ¡ RuT
C
X
®
X®
£
G0® C RuT .X®/
¤
(14)
where the superscript 0 represents the low-pressure reference con-
dition for the integrationas generally used in the departure function
formalismdescribedby Reid et al.16 The integral is ill de ned for a
zero pressure referencecondition;hereinafterwe choose p0 D 1 bar
such that vu D RuT=p0. The volume shift vS is calculated from G0®
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916 OKONG’O, HARSTAD, AND BELLAN
(found by curve  ts to accuratepure substanceenthalpyand entropy
values; see Harstad et al.17 ) as
vS D
X
X®
@G0®
@p
(15)
The isentropic compressibility·s is calculated from
·s D ·T ¡ vT®2v
¯
C p (16)
where the expansivity®v and the isothermal compressibility·T are
given by
®v D ¡ .@p=@T /v;X
v.@p=@v/T ;X
; ·T D ¡1
v.@p=@v/T ;X
(17)
The mass diffusion factor ®D is calculated from the fugacity coef -
cients ’® (which are related to the Gibbs energy), through
®D D 1C X® @ .’®/
@X®
(18)
and portrays departures from mixture ideality, that is, ®D D 1. Note
that ®D is independent of which of the two species is chosen in the
calculation of Eq. (18).
These equations specify the entire thermodynamicsof the binary
mixture.
IV. Transport Coef cients
Based on contour plots (not shown) using accurate species trans-
port properties calculated as by Harstad and Bellan,18 the follow-
ing correlationswere obtained for the Schmidt number Sc and the
Prandtl number Pr in the range 200–800 K:
¹ D ¹R fT=[.T1 C T2/=2]g0:75 (19)
Sc ´ .¹=½®DD/ D
¡
1:334¡ 0:668YO ¡ 0:186Y 2O ¡ 0:268Y 6O
¢
£ [1C .88:6=T /1:5] (20)
Pr ´ ¹C p=.m¸/ D 1:335=T 0:1 (21)
where T is in Kelvin,¹R is a reference viscosity, and the reference
temperaturesT1 (upper H2 stream) and T2 (lower O2 stream) corre-
spond to the freestream temperatures for mixing layer simulations.
The valueof the referenceviscosityis determinedby the speci ed
value of Reynolds number Re0 (to be discussed).
The thermaldiffusionfactor is selectedas byHarstadandBellan18
with ®BK D 0:2; and ®IK is calculated from Eq. (11). The sensitiv-
ity of the solution to the value of the thermal diffusion factor was
assessed by Harstad and Bellan3 for O2 drops in H2, and it has
been determined to be minor at 10MPa, which is approximatelythe
freestreampressure in the presentsimulations.In the realmof turbu-
lentmixing layers,Miller et al.8 have explored the impact of the ®BK
and ®IK values on the solution for heptane/nitrogen and have shown
that for small values, such as those in the present calculations, the
in uence is minor.
V. Con guration and Boundary Conditions
The temporally developingmixing layer con guration is shown
in Fig. 1, which shows the de nition of the streamwise, x1 , cross-
stream, x2, and spanwise, x3, coordinates. The layer is not sym-
metric in extent in the x2 direction because it was found in our
simulations that the layer growth is considerably larger in the hy-
drogen side. The freestream density, ½1 or ½2 , is calculated for
each pure species at its freestream temperature, T1 or T2, and at
the initial uniform pressure p0. The vorticity thickness is de ned
as ±!.t/D1U0=.@hu1i=@x2/max, where hu1i is the x1 ¡ x3 planar
average velocity in the streamwise direction and1U0 DU1¡U2 is
the velocity difference across the layer. Miller et al.8 explain the
choice of the velocities of the two streams in a simulation initiated
Fig. 1 Mixing layer con gura-
tion.
with four streamwise vortices pairing twice to produce an ultimate
vortex. The choice of U1 and U2 for a real  uid
U1 D 2Mc;0as1
£
1C .as1=as2/
p
.½1Z1/=.½2Z2/
¤¡1
U2 D ¡
p
.½1Z1/=.½2Z2/U1 (22)
was made with the intent of keeping the ultimate vortex stationary
in the computational domain. Mc;0 is the convectiveMach number
and Z D p=.½TRu=m/ is the compression factor indicating depar-
tures from the perfect gas behavior, that is, Z D 1. The speci cation
of Mc;0 , therefore, determines 1U0. Given the initial streamwise
velocity pro le u1 based onU1 andU2, .@ hu1i=@x2/max and, hence,
±!;0 ´ ±!.0/ are calculated.
The speci ed value of the initial  ow Reynolds number,
Re0 D 0:5.½1 C ½2/1U0±!;0
¹R
(23)
is used to calculate¹R .
The boundaryconditionsare periodicin the streamwiseand span-
wise directions and of nonre ecting out ow type for real gas as
derived by Okong’o and Bellan.13 The out ow-type conditions are
essential to maintain stabilitybecausethe initial perturbationcauses
large pressure waves that must be allowed out of the domain with
minimal re ection.
VI. Numerics
A. General Method
The conservationequationsarenumericallysolvedusinga fourth-
order explicit Runge–Kutta time integration and a sixth-order com-
pact scheme for spatial derivatives (see Ref. 19). Time stability is
achievedby  ltering the conservativevariablesevery  ve time steps
in the interior, in each spatial direction alternately, using an eighth-
order  lter.19 Because high-order boundary  lters are unstable, no
 ltering is applied at the nonperiodic x2 boundaries. The computa-
tions were parallelized using three-dimensional domain decompo-
sition and message passing. The tridiagonal solver for the compact
derivative scheme was ef ciently parallelized using the method in
Ref. 20. The simulations were performed on an SGI Origin 2000
supercomputer,using 64 processors.
In our solutionprotocol,once the pressure,temperature,andmole
fractions are speci ed, the density and energy are calculated from
the EOS. To calculate the pressureand temperature from the known
energy, mole fractions, and molar volume, we iterate at each time
step, as described next.
B. Iterative Solution for the Pressure and Temperature
When themodi ed PR EOS is used17 once p; T; and X® are spec-
i ed, onecan calculate½; e; andY® . However, in theDNS the depen-
dent variables are ½; e; andY® from which v and X® are calculated
as
m D 1P
®
.Y®=m®/
; X® D mY®m® ; v D
m
½
(24)
This means that an iteration is necessary to obtain the values of
p and T corresponding to the DNS ½ and e. The procedure for this
iteration is to update p and T at iteration level n, (pn and T n ), using
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T n D T n ¡ 1 C dT ; pn D pn ¡ 1 C dp (25)
dT D
³
@T
@v
´n ¡ 1
e;X®
dv C
³
@T
@e
´n ¡ 1
v;X®
de C
X
®
³
@T
@X®
´n¡ 1
v;e;X¯
¯ 6D®
dX®
(26)
dp D
³
@p
@v
´n ¡ 1
v;X®
dv C
³
@p
@e
´n ¡ 1
v;X®
deC
X
®
³
@p
@X®
´n ¡ 1
v;e;X¯
¯ 6D ®
dX®
(27)
Because X® are known, dX® D 0. Also,
de D e ¡ en¡ 1; dv D v ¡ vn¡ 1 (28)
where
en¡ 1 D e.pn¡ 1; T n ¡ 1; X®/; vn ¡ 1 D v.pn ¡ 1; T n¡ 1; X® /
(29)
are computed from the EOS. The needed derivatives can be calcu-
lated fromC p; ·T , and ®v (where e is in joules per kilogramandC p
and Cv are in joules per mol Kelvin) as³
@T
@v
´
e;X®
D 1
v®v
³
1¡ C p
Cv
´
C p
Cv
;
³
@T
@e
´
v;X®
D m
Cv
(30)³
@p
@v
´
e;X®
D 1
·T
³
¡C p
Cv
1
v
C ®v pCv
´
;
³
@p
@e
´
v;X®
D m
Cv
®v
·T
(31)
The iteration is conducted by updating p and T until de and dv are
within a desired tolerance, for example, de=e< 10¡6 and dv=v <
10¡6 . The initial guess for p and T is from the previous time step
or the previous Runge–Kutta stage. For the O2/H2 regime under
consideration,p and T converge in two iterations. It was found that,
if the initial guess for p and T is [p0, .T1 C T2/=2], four or  ve
iterationsare required for convergence.Thus, there appears to be no
need to store p and T , therefore relaxing some of the computation
overheadassociatedwith this iteration.In fact, thememory overhead
of the iterative method is the addition of the four arrays necessary
to store e; v; en ¡ 1, and vn ¡ 1: Compared with the heptane/nitrogen
simulations where a PR EOS for computing the pressure and an
energy  t for temperaturewere employed,9 here an additional 50%
CPU time per time step is used. However, for the O2/H2 mixture,
the form of the energy  t for the temperaturewould be considerably
more complicated than that of the heptane/nitrogenmixture, and the
pressurecan no longerbe computeddirectlyfrom themolar volume.
C. Resolution
The appropriateresolutionof all scalesis checkedin severalways.
First, visual inspectionof the dilatation eldr ¢ u, which is the most
sensitive to numerical errors, indicates absence of small-scale  uc-
tuations inr ¢ u; this absence is a well-known indicatorof good res-
olution.Moreover, plots of streamwiseand spanwise energy spectra
of the velocity uctuations(not shown) displaymore than a 10 order
ofmagnituderatio between the large and the small scales, indicating
that most of the energy is in the large scales and that there is no ac-
cumulationof energy at small scales. Finally, the insensitivityof the
solution to the resolution has been proved in two-dimensional sim-
ulationswith the same species systemandwith the same freestream
conditions.
Generally, the  ow eld is extremely sensitive to having an ap-
propriateresolution,and its lack is manifestedby the code crashing.
Another diagnostic of inadequate resolution is an increasing num-
ber of iterations for the convergenceof the calculationinvolving the
EOS, leading eventually to the code crashing as well.
VII. Initial Conditions
The appropriate initial conditions for simulating the evolutionof
mixing layers are notoriouslydif cult to choose,especiallyfor den-
sity strati ed situations. (See a discussion by Miller et al.8) To this
end, followingDrazin and Reid,21 there are two issues that must be
addressed:First, one must inquire about the mean  ow and, second,
about the appropriate disturbance. Both of these issues were thor-
oughly investigatedby Okong’o and Bellan22 for real gases and ap-
plied to the heptane/nitrogensystem under supercriticalconditions.
The same formalism is applied here to explore the speci c features
of the O2/H2 system.Having determined here (by numericallysolv-
ing the laminar equations) that the form of the mean  ow for the
O2/H2 system is that of an error function like pro le (not shown)
and, thus, that it has a single in ection point, a two-dimensional
stability analysis is performed with the error function represent-
ing the mean  ow. According to Drazin and Reid,21 this is accept-
able for mean  ows displaying a single in ection point because
the stability analysis is not sensitive to the exact form of the mean
 ow.
Ideally,we would like to perform simulations in the region of low
O2 temperatures, for example, 90 K, and high H2 temperatures, for
example, larger than 1000 K, characteristicof liquid oxygen injec-
tion in the combustion chamber. However, simple thermodynamic
considerationsshow that, given current computational capabilities,
it is impossible to conductDNS under such conditions.The density
ratio vs temperature for O2/H2 in the range of low (but still higher
than 90 K) O2 temperatures and H2 temperatures up to 320 K (and,
therefore,much lower than those in the combustionchamber) at two
relevant pressures are shown in Fig. 2a. Even for these conditions
that do not offer the desired temperature ratio, the density strati -
cation is well beyond those that are currently computable in three-
dimensional con gurations (see subsequentdiscussionon the com-
putationalresolutionfor lesserstrati cation).As T2 decreases,½2=½1
Fig. 2a Ratio ½2 /½1 vs T1 and T2 for O2 /H2 at different conditions.
Fig. 2b Stability curve for O2 /O2 and O2 /H2 at p= 100 atm at several
values of ½2 /½1:
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918 OKONG’O, HARSTAD, AND BELLAN
becomes larger, leading to increasingcomputationalconstraints as-
sociated with an increased number of nodes in the direction of the
initial density gradient strati cation, that is, x2 , for the same reso-
lution. Therefore, to enable resolution of all scales, the O2/H2 DNS
must be restricted to relatively small ratios jT2 ¡ T1j=T2 .
A standard stability analysis is, therefore, performed for several
mean  ow conditions as listed in Tables 2–4, with the freestream
velocity speci ed by
Nu1.1/ D U1; Nu1.¡1/ D U2 (32)
and the mean velocity, temperature, and mass fraction following an
error function pro le.22 Because the pressure is constant, the speed
of sound and inverse of the density also assume approximately er-
ror function pro les. The stability curves associatedwith the mean
 ow conditions are shown in Fig. 2b, with the O2/O2 stability curve
shown only to establish a baselinewith no density strati cation.All
curves exhibit increasing departures from the incompressible con-
dition.With increasing½2=½1, stability increases (i.e., the amplitude
at the most unstable wavelength decreases) and the most unstable
wavelength increases, as shown in Fig. 2b and listed in Table 5.
Table 2 Mean  ow properties, ½2 /½1 = 1
Mean quantity x2 D¡1 (oxygen) x2 D1 (oxygen)
Nu1 , m/s ¡193.732 193.732
as , m/s 484.329 484.329
N½, kg/m3 63.191 63.191
p, atm 100 100
T , K 600 600
YO 1 1
Table 3 Mean  ow properties, ½2 /½1 = 12:88
Mean quantity x2 D¡1 (oxygen) x2 D1 (hydrogen)
Nu1 , m/s ¡187.287 666.798
as , m/s 467.045 1671.193
N½, kg/m3 68.271 5.298
p, atm 100 100
T , K 556 444
YO 1 0
Table 4 Mean  ow properties, ½2 /½1 = 24:40
Mean quantity x2 D¡1 (oxygen) x2 D1 (hydrogen)
Nu1 , m/s ¡158.004 770.983
as , m/s 397.517 1915.376
N½, kg/m3 96.764 3.965
p, atm 100 100
T , K 400 600
YO 1 0
Table 5 Most unstable wavelength, two-dimensional analysisa
¸1=±! D
Case Flow type ½2=½1 ®±! ®±!.ci= NU / cre= NU 2¼=®±!
1 Variable densityb 1.00 0.860 0.3830 0.6598 7.31
(as D 106 )
2 Variable densityc 1.00 0.797 0.3151 0 7.88
3 Variable densityc 12.88 0.670 0.1756 ¡0.0747 9.38
4 Variable densityc 24.40 0.607 0.1284 ¡0.0745 10.35
aHere ® is a wave number (a real number) and c is a wave speed (a complex num-
ber); subscript re denotes real quantity, and subscript i denotes imaginary quantity.NU D1U0=2.
bSame velocity pro le as for case 4.
cMean  ow in Tables 2–4, Mc;0 D 0:4.
Table 6 Simulations and associated resolution
Maximum
Run Re0 £ 10¡2 L1 £ L2 £ L 3, m3 N1 £ N2 £ N3 Rem £ 10¡3 t¤max Time steps CPU, h
R600 6 0:2£ 0:232£ 0:12 288£ 336£ 176 1.195 175.32 5,150 7,132
R750 7.5 0:2£ 0:2£ 0:12 352£ 352£ 208 1.680 190.44 6,860 13,214
Given the computational demands associated with increasing den-
sity strati cation, all simulations conducted herein will be for the
mean  ow propertiesshown in Table 4, and only the Reynolds num-
ber Re0 will be varied.
Following the arguments of Okong’o and Bellan22 showing that
three-dimensional eigensolutions to the stability problem are not
uniquely de ned, the simulations are started with heuristic stream-
wise and spanwise vorticity perturbations23;24 superimposedon the
mean initial velocity pro le:
!1.x2; x3/ D F3D.¸11U0=01/ f2.x2/ f3.x3/ (33)
!3.x1; x2/ D F2D.¸31U0=03/ f1.x1/ f2.x2/ (34)
where 01 and 03 are the circulations,
f1.x1/ D A0
­­­­sin³¼x1¸1
´­­­­C A1­­­­sin³¼x12¸1
´­­­­
C A2
­­­­sin³¼x14¸1
´­­­­C A3­­­­sin³¼x18¸1 ¡ ¼2
´­­­­ (35)
f2.x2/ D exp
"
¡¼
³
x2
±!;0
´2#
(36)
f3.x3/ D B0 sin
³
2¼x3
¸3
´
C B1 sin
³
¼x3
L3
´
(37)
We use F2D D 0:1, A0D 1, A1 D 0:5, and A2 D A3 D 0:35 for the
streamwise perturbations and F3D D 0:05, B0 D 1, and B1 D 0:025
for the spanwise perturbations.The wavelength of the perturbation
is ¸1 D 7:29±!;0 (the most unstable wavelength for incompressible
 ow) and ¸3 D 0:6¸1 , following Ref. 23. The initial vorticity thick-
ness ±!;0 is 6.859£ 10¡3 m. The grid is chosen for all simulationsto
accommodate four wavelengths in the streamwise and spanwise di-
rections, and the evolutionof the layer is meant to encompass rollup
and two pairings of the initial spanwise vortices. For these initial
conditions, the grid sizes and the resolutions are given in Table 6.
VIII. Results
The results of the simulations listed in Table 6 are discussed.For
the  rst simulation, the value of Reynolds number Re0 is chosen to
be 6£ 102 to emulate a condition that led to a transitional state for
the heptane/nitrogenmixing layer studied by Okong’o and Bellan9;
however, that mixing layer had an initial density strati cation of
12.88 instead of the much larger value of 24.40 employed in the
present study. Unlike the heptane/nitrogen layer at Re0D 6£ 102,
the present O2/H2 layer at the same Reynolds number Re0 did not
reach transition. The larger Re0 D 7:5£ 102 of the second simula-
tion represents an effort to enhance the probability of reaching a
transitional state, a strategy that was successful. To understand the
physics associated with these results, we  rst focus on the global
characteristics of the layer with special emphasis on the features
indicativeof transition.Furthermore,we investigate the speci c as-
pects of the instantaneous  elds that are inherently absent from the
measures given by the global characteristics.Finally, to understand
some of the peculiarities of the instantaneous  elds, we conduct a
second-order statistical analysis focusing on the dissipation.
A. Global Growth Characteristics
One of the essentialcharacteristicsof amixing layer is its growth.
Althoughmanyde nitionsof growth appearin the literature,Cortesi
et al.25 showed that several suchmeasures,includingthemomentum
thickness, are qualitatively similar. Here, we de ne the momentum
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Fig. 3a Momentumthickness andproduct thickness vs t¤ = t D U0/±!;0:
Fig. 3b Global positive spanwise vorticity and enstrophy vs t¤ =
t D U0 /±!;0 .
thickness as
±m D ¡1
.µ1 ¡ µ2/2
Z L2;max
¡L2;min
.µ2 C h½u1i/.µ1 C h½u1i/ dx2 (38)
with µ1 D h½u1ix2 D L2;max and µ2 Dh½u1ix2 D L2;min , where L2;min D¡L2=3 and L2;max D 2L2=3. Whereas the growth is mostly a conse-
quence of entrainment, the product thickness de ned as
±p D
Z Z Z
V
½Yp dV
in mass units, where Yp D 2min.YO; YH/, is a direct consequence
of molecular mixing, as also explained by Cortesi et al.25 Both of
these quantities, nondimensionalized, are illustrated vs the nondi-
mensional time t¤D t1U0=±!;0 in Fig. 3a for the R600 and R750
simulations. (Initial conditions for Figs. 3a and 3b are listed in Ta-
bles 4 and 6.) The nondimensionalmomentum thickness ±m=±!;0 of
both layers is similar. Both layers exhibit the  rst pairing at t¤D 80;
a second pairing is displayed by the R600 layer at t¤D 145 and
by the R750 layer at t¤D 150: Compared to other initially density-
strati ed layers, such as drop laden layers (cf. Miller and Bellan,26
with strati cation of 1.5), or to supercritical layers of lesser initial
strati cation (cf. Okong’o and Bellan,9 with strati cation of 12.88),
the present layers do not show the characteristic ±m=±!;0 plateaus
indicative of the in uence of the forcing. This is attributed to the
much larger present strati cation, resulting in a resistance to en-
trainment. The nondimensional product thickness ±p=±p;0 displays
a continuous growth indicating that, even for the R600 layer that
does not transition,molecular mixing proceeds unabated.
Rotational global features of the layers are shown in Fig. 3b:
the nondimensional positive spanwise vorticity hh!C3 ii.±!;0=1U0/
and the nondimensional enstrophy hh!i!i ii.±!;0=1U0/2 , where
!Dr £ u is the vorticity. Here hhii denotes volume averaging.
Because the initial mean velocity pro le is such that the initial
spanwise vorticity is negative, hh!C3 ii.±!;0=1U0/ is an indicator
of the development of small turbulent scales. Complementing this
information, hh!i!i ii.±!;0=1U0/2 is a manifestation of stretching
and tilting, the mechanism that is primarily responsible for the for-
mation of small scales. For both simulations, hh!C3 ii.±!;0=1U0/
increases from the null value once the layer rollup is completed;
however, a reducedaugmentationrate is displayedby theR600 sim-
ulation corresponding to the reduced layer growth. The  rst peak
in the curves occurs at the  rst vortex pairing. Another peak is
displayed by both layers at the time station of the second pairing;
however, this peak constitutes the maximum for the R600 layer,
whereas it represents a decay in hh!C3 ii.±!;0=1U0/ for the R750
layer. At the time corresponding to the peak of positive spanwise
vorticity, the momentum-thickness-based Reynolds number Rem is
1.122£ 103 for the R600 layer and 1.507£ 103 for the R750 layer.
The major difference between the transitional and nontransitional
case is shownby the hh!i!i ii.±!;0=1U0/2 plots. For the R600 layer,
small scales are initially formed but decay past rollup; in contrast,
for the R750 layer the enstrophy culminates, with a substantial
peak, at the  rst vortex pairing and, despite its further decay, re-
mains substantial.Further supportof the nontransitional/transitional
aspect of the R600/R750 layer is found in the streamwise and
spanwise energy spectra plots (not shown). Although the stream-
wise spectra displayed a smooth behavior for the two layers, the
spanwise spectra for the R600 layer exhibit large jagged peaks,
whereas those for the R750 layer are smooth, consistent with the
emergence of a continuum of scales indicative of the turbulence
regime.
The analysis presented next explores the characteristics of the
R750 layer and con rms the global growth results concerning tran-
sition.
B. Vorticity Production
To explore the global rotational state of the R750 layer,we exam-
ine the budget of the spanwise vorticity in the x1–x3 homogeneous
planes and inspect both the average and the rms. A parallel exami-
nation is conducted for the vorticity magnitude squared.
The vorticity equation for a compressible  ow is
D!
Dt
D .! ¢r/u¡.r ¢u/!¡r
³
1
½
´
£r pCr£
³
1
½
r ¢ NN¿
´
(39)
whereD/Dt is the substantialderivative,and the equivalentequation
for the vorticity magnitude squared follows:
D.! ¢!/
Dt
D 2! ¢ .! ¢ r/u¡ 2.r ¢ u/! ¢ ! ¡ 2! ¢ r
³
1
½
´
£r p C 2! ¢ r £
³
1
½
r ¢ NN¿
´
(40)
The  rst term in Eqs. (39) and (40) represents the stretchingand tilt-
ing contribution, the second term describes the effect of dilatation,
the third term is the baroclinic participationto vorticity production,
and the last term portrays the viscous contribution.The nondimen-
sional average and rms of the spanwise vorticity budget at t¤ D 80
are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b and correspond to the end of the
 rst pairing. Most of the spanwise rotational activity of the layer,
both average and rms, is located in the H2 side, where the lighter
 uid is situated.The averagespanwisevorticitybudgetis dominated
by large peaks of the viscous term, whereas at some locations the
stretching and tilting term competes with the viscous term. On the
O2 side of the layer, the activity is dominatedby the baroclinic term,
whereas the positive dilatation contribution rivals in magnitude the
negative stretching and tilting term. Compared to the average span-
wise vorticity, the rms displaysa large culminationof the stretching
and tilting term at the boundarybetween the two species, indicating
that in this crucialregionofsmall-scaleformationthere is a consider-
able activity,explainingthe large enstrophypeak at this time station.
On the H2 side of the layer, stretching and tilting and viscous terms
contributesimilarly to the rms and dominate the dilatationand baro-
clinic term; on the O2 side of the layer, the viscous term dominates,
although there is appreciableactivity in all other terms. The indica-
tion is that, in the O2 side, the formed turbulent scales are dissipated
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a)
b)
c)
d)
Fig. 4 Run R750 (Table 6) at t¤ = 80: a) plane average of the spanwise vorticity budget, b) plane rms of the spanwise vorticity budget, c) plane average
of the vorticity magnitude square budget, and d) plane rms of the vorticity magnitude square budget.
by the action of viscosity. The result of this dissipation is clearly
seen in Figs. 4c and 4d, showing the nondimensional average and
rms of the vorticity magnitude squared budget. The viscous term
is larger in magnitude than all other terms and negative, whereas
the second term in order of decreasingmagnitude is the stretching
and tilting term, which is positive, thus, indicating production of
vorticity by this mechanism. Production through all mechanisms is
negligible in the O2 side of the layer, and the insigni cant amount
produced is dissipatedby the dominatingviscous effect. Finally, the
rms of the vorticity magnitude budget shows the same ordering of
terms as the rms of the spanwise vorticity budget.
To understand the timewise evolution of the layer, Figs. 5a and
5b show the nondimensional average and rms of the spanwise vor-
ticity budget at t¤D 150. Similar to the t¤ D 80 situation, most of
the spanwise rotational activity of the layer, both average and rms,
is located on the H2 side. Compared to the magnitude of the equiv-
alent terms at t¤D 80; all terms are here reduced approximately
by a factor of 2, indicating that vorticity production is abated; this
 nding is consistent with the global characteristics presented ear-
lier. The dominant contribution to the average spanwise vorticity is
from the stretching and tilting term, which is negative, although at
some cross-stream locations situated well into the H2 side of the
layer, the viscous term rivals the stretching/tilting one in magnitude
and is positive. Both the averaged dilatation and baroclinic terms
appear much smaller. This ordering of the relative magnitudes is
even more dramatic in the rms budget. Clearly, the rms production
is primarily due to stretching/tilting and viscosity effects, which
are essentially of similar magnitude; dilatation and baroclinic in-
 uences are smaller by approximately a factor of 4. In Figs. 5c
and 5d, a similar evaluationis presented for the vorticitymagnitude
squared. Although generally the same ordering of stretching/tilting
and viscosity vs dilatation and baroclinic terms holds, viscous ef-
fects dominate the stretching/tiltingactivity,and theaverageviscous
contributionseems to extend farther into the O2 side of the layer. As
expected, stretching/tilting is responsible for increasing the mag-
nitude of the vorticity squared due to production of small scales,
whereas the viscous term diminishes the magnitude of the vorticity
through dissipation. The physical picture emerging is that produc-
tion of small scales does not keep up with dissipation; however, a
strong dissipation is possible only because of a previous vigorous
production of small scales.
C. Visualizations of the Dynamic and ThermodynamicVariables
Instantaneous aspects of the  ow may reveal information that is
unavailable from global characteristics.Such instantaneousaspects
are best illustrated through contour plots at speci c times and loca-
tions, chosen to highlight important features of the layer. Because
two important times are t¤D 80 and 150, as explained earlier, the
 ow visualizationswill depict the variables at one or both of those
times.
Dynamic Variables
As discussed earlier, one of the most fundamentalvariables indi-
cating the evolution of the  ow is the spanwise vorticity. Shown in
Figs. 6a and 6b are braid cross section(x3 D L3=16D 0:0075m) dis-
tributions of the spanwise vorticityat t¤ D 80 and 150, respectively.
The between-the-braid plane cross sections (x3 D L3=2D 0:06 m)
display an equivalentbehavior.At t¤D 80, the two vortices remain-
ing after the second pairing are clearly shown, whereas at t¤ D 150,
only a single vortex appears; however, some remnants of the second
pairing process are obvious. The level of the positive spanwise vor-
ticity, indicativeof small-scale formation decreases from t¤D 80 to
150, consistent with the global peak in positive spanwise vorticity
as a functionof time; however, themaximumpositive spanwise vor-
ticity increases in the between-the-braidplane as the layer evolves
from the  rst to the second pairing.
The evolution of the streamwise vorticity in the midbraid plane
was documented by many investigators for gases at atmospheric
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a)
b)
c)
d)
Fig. 5 Run R750 (Table 6) at t¤ = 150: a) plane average of the spanwise vorticity budget, b) plane rms of the spanwise vorticity budget, c) plane
average of the vorticity magnitude square budget, and d) plane rms of the vorticity magnitude square budget.
conditions(e.g.,RogersandMoser27).Of particularinterestfor qual-
itative comparison with the present results are the plots of Cortesi
et al.28 for gravitationally density-stratied temporal mixing lay-
ers; for such layers, the in uence of gravity is measured by the
value of the Richardson number. Presented in Figs. 7a and 7b are
the present streamwise midbraid plane (x1=±!;0 D 25:6) contours at
t¤D 80 and 150, respectively. These instantaneous plots may be
comparedwith Figs. 9a and 9b of Rogers andMoser,27 correspond-
ing to time stations after the  rst and second pairings, respectively.
In both Figs. 7a and 7b, distortionsare observed in the cross-stream
direction when comparing with the equivalent  gures in Ref. 27,
which display a de nite symmetry. This symmetry of the structures
both in the cross-streamand the spanwisedirectionsno longerexists
here due to the initial density strati cation of the layer. The over-
whelmingactivity is in theH2 sideof the layer,containingthe lighter
 uid. On the other hand, comparisons with Fig. 16a of Cortesi et
al.28 show that their streamwise vorticityalso lacks symmetry; how-
ever, those calculationsare not quantitativelycomparablewith ours
because of the different forcing, among other different aspects. For
example, Cortesi et al.28  nd that, as the Richardson number is in-
creased, the structures recover some symmetry (their Fig. 17a).
Thermodynamic Variables
In previous studies of supercritical mixing layers8;9;22 for hep-
tane/nitrogenat 60 atm and freestream temperaturesof T1D 1000K
and T2D 600 K, the peculiarities of the layer were associated with
departures from perfect gas behavior (Z D 1 for a perfect gas) and
departures from mixture ideality (for an ideal mixture ®D D 1/.
These associations were issued from quantitative as well as visual
correlations.Contour plots of Z and ®D for the present O2/H2 layer
(freestream conditions of 100 atm, T1 D 600 K, and T2D 400 K) at
differenttime stations,both in thebraid and in the between-the-braid
planes, reveal that the  uid is extremely close to a perfect gas and
that the mixture is nearly ideal. For example, at t¤ D 150 the com-
pression factor varies between 1.009 and 1.035, whereas the mass
diffusion factor varies between 0.9939 and 0.9996.Therefore, none
of the features to be discussed can be associated with speci c real
gas or nonidealmixturebehavior.However, note that this thermody-
namic state of the layer could not be foreseen a priori, and it is only
a result of the calculation.(Moreover, it is expected that at the same
pressure,with decreasingtemperaturesthemixturewill increasingly
exhibit departures from perfect gas and ideal mixture conditions.)
One of the most distinctivefeaturesof supercriticalmixing layers
examined so far is the existenceof regionsof high density-gradient-
magnitude (HDGM). These regions have been identi ed in both
pretransitional8;22 and transitional9;22 supercritical mixing layers.
Given the perfect gas and near ideal conditionsof this layer, in ret-
rospect these distinctive features could perhaps be better associated
with the initial density strati cation. However, movie animationsof
the jr½j timewise evolution show that the origin of these regions is
not only from the distortionof the initial boundarybetween the two
 uid species, but also from themixing between the two species; this
conclusion holds for all supercritical mixing layers studied so far,
independent of the binary system of species. Figs. 8a and 8b show
jr½j in the braid and the between-the-braid cross sections located
at x3 D 0:0075 and 0:06 m, respectively, at t¤D 150. Compared to
heptane/nitrogenmixing layers excited at the same wavelength and
F3D (Ref. 9), the present regions of high jr½j are more spread out,
particularlyin thebetween-the-braidplane.The increasedspreading
of the HDGM structures is attributed to the increased solubility in
the O2/H2 systemwith respect to the heptane/nitrogen one. For ex-
ample, in studies of heptanedrops in nitrogen,Harstad and Bellan15
found that the initial density discontinuity is maintained, although
the location of the discontinuity changes during the drop evolu-
tion. In contrast, a O2 drop in H2 displays a quicker relaxation of
YO from unity inside the drop, indicating important H2 solubility
effects.18
Because the existence of the HDGM regions cannot be here as-
sociated with real gas effects, or entirely due to the initial density
strati cation, the question arises as to their origin. Clearly, they
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a)
b)
Fig. 6 Run R750 (Table 6) nondimensionalspanwise vorticity in the a)
braid plane (x3 = 0:0075 m) at t¤ = 80 and b) braid plane at t ¤ = 150.
a)
b)
Fig. 7 Run R750 (Table 6) nondimensional streamwise vorticity in the
a) streamwise midbraidplane (x1 /±!;0 = 25:6) at t ¤ = 80 andb)midbraid
plane at t¤ = 150.
a)
b)
Fig. 8 Run R750 (Table 6) at t¤ = 150, density gradient magnitude in
the a) braid plane (x3 = 0:0075m) and b) between-the-braid plane (x3 =
0:06 m) (dimension is kg/m4 ).
are the result of mixing, without which they would not be formed.
Parcels of heavy O2 are entrained into the lighter H2 , and they lose
their identity only after mixing at the small scale. Before that time,
themuch largermolarweightof O2 gives rise to a substantialdensity
gradient. Therefore, the HDGM regions are here attributed to the
very large molar weight ratio (a factor of 16) between O2 and H2.
Contrary to the situation encountered for heptane/nitrogen, where
diffusion (which is a molecular scale process) was inhibited by the
lower than unity mass diffusion factor, here such diffusion is ef -
cient (®D » 1/. Thus, we  nd that, generally, HDGM regions may
occur under quite different circumstances. For large molar weight
ratio species, these regions may occur even if the species diffuse
well. (Note again that this is a molecular scale process.) For species
having a modest to lowmolarweight ratio, HDGM regionsmay still
occur if the species have dif culty in diffusing into each other.
To investigate the visual correlationbetween the HDGM regions
and the distribution of YO; contour plots of the O2 mass fraction at
t¤D 150 are shown in Figs. 9a and 9b representing the braid and
the between-the-braid planes. As inferred earlier, some parcels of
O2 have broken off from the lower stream and are seen convectedto
the upper stream. Also, the layer consists of substantially inhomo-
geneous  uid composed of both O2 and H2. An equivalent physical
picture of nonhomogeneities is obtained when examining the YO
distributionat t¤D 150 in the streamwisemidbraid plane located at
x1=±!;0 D 25:6 (Fig. 9c). The characteristicmushroom shapes typi-
cal of the streamwise plane of three-dimensionalsimulationsare ev-
ident; equivalent jr½j contours (not shown) are found. The disinte-
grationof the lowerO2 streamand themigrationof parcelsofO2 into
theH2 streamaremanifest.Noteworthy,Cortesi et al.25 also detected
these mushroom structures (their Fig. 9a) evolving during the simu-
lationof gravitationallydensity-stratied three-dimensionalmixing
layersforceddeterministically.These structureswere lessdeveloped
when a combineddeterministic-randomvelocity eld was used dur-
ing the initialization.
To quantitatively assess the composition of the HDGM regions,
averages of YO conditioned on percentages of jr½j are listed in
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 9 Run R750 (Table 6), t ¤ = 150, oxygen mass fraction in the
a) braidplane (x3 = 0:0075m), b) between-the-braid plane (x3 = 0:06m),
and c) streamwise midbraid plane (x1 /±!;0 = 25:6).
Table 7 representing results at t¤D 150; a similar calculation per-
formed at t¤D 80 yielded numbers similar up to the third digit.
The conditional averages are calculated over regions of jr½j >
jr½jcutoff ´ K jr½jmax with K D 0:1; 0:2; 0:3, and 0.4. As higher
values of jr½j are probed, the mass fraction of O2 increases, sim-
ilarly to the  ndings with the heptane/nitrogen system9; however,
for the same K , the average mass fraction values are here higher.
When it is considered that the stoichiometric O2 mass fraction is
here YO;s D 32=.32C 4/D 0:89, being calculated from the reaction
2H2 C O2 ! 2H2O (41)
the present values of 0.906– 0.956 found from conditionalaverages
seem to indicate a globally favorable situation for combustion pur-
poses. In contrast, for heptane/air the stoichiometric heptane mass
fraction calculated from the reaction
C7H16 C 11O2 C .3:7£ 11/N2 ! 7CO2 C 8H2OC .3:7£ 11/N2
(42)
Table 7 Conditional averages of YO over regions
where jj r ½ jj > jj r ½ jj cutoffa
Braid plane, Between-the-braid
jr½jcutoff D jr½jmax D plane, jr½jmax D
K jr½jmax 2:440£ 104kg/m4 1:955£ 104kg/m4
K D 0:4 0.954 0.956
K D 0:3 0.945 0.951
K D 0:2 0.930 0.949
K D 0:1 0.906 0.923
aCalculationsmade at t¤ = 150 for R750.
Table 8 Correlations with jj r ½jj at
t¤ = 150 for R750
Region YO , jr½j correlation
Braid plane 0.34
Between-the-braid plane 0.37
Volume-based 0.35
is Yh;s D 100=.11£ 32C 3:7£ 11£ 28/D 0:067, which compares
less favorably with values of 0.84–0.921 found from similar con-
ditional averages with K D 0:1; 0:2, and 0.3 using the results of a
heptane/nitrogensimulation.9 This comparison is only qualitatively
correct because the simulations in Ref. 9 were based on the hep-
tane/nitrogen instead of the heptane/air system.
To further assess the correlation between jr½j and YO, Table 8
is a list of the coef cients found in the braid and the between-the-
braidplanesat t¤D 150.The volume-basedcorrelationbetween two
variables is de ned by
R2.X ;Y/ D hhXYii ¡ hhX iihhYiip
.hhX 2ii ¡ hhX ii2/.hhY2ii ¡ hhYii2/
(43)
where X and Y are generic variables. The correlation in Table 8
is moderate and similar to that found in a previous study for hep-
tane/nitrogen.
Because the temperature is directly related to the density through
the EOS, the expectation is that the temperature distribution will
be visually highly correlated with jr½j if the pressure is approxi-
mately constant. Indeed, examination of pressure contours in both
the braid and the between-the-braidplanes (not shown) reveals that
the variations from the initial uniform pressure are small, at most
8%. Consistentwith the almost uniform pressure, the braid and the
between-the-braid temperature contours (not shown) are visually
well correlated with jr½j. Hotter  uid from the upper stream is
transported to the lower stream, and the HDGM regions generally
contain  uid at higher temperature than their surroundings. This
situation is very bene cial to combustion because it has been al-
ready determined that in these regions the composition is close to
stoichiometric.
D. Irreversible Entropy Production (Dissipation)
The dissipation,which is the irreversibleentropy production, is a
quantity intimately associatedwith turbulence. If g denotes the rate
of irreversible entropy production, then according to Okong’o and
Bellan10
g D gvisc C gtemp C gmass (44)
gvisc D ¹T
³
2Si j Si j ¡ 2
3
Skk Sll
´
; gtemp D ¸T 2
@T
@x j
@T
@x j
gmass D 1YHYO½D
Rum
mHmO
jO j jO j (45)
Si j D 1
2
³
@ui
@x j
C @u j
@xi
´
(46)
where, according to Eqs. (6–8), gmass contains the mass diffusion
factor (/ ®D/ and the Soret (/ ®BK/ terms through jO j . Figures 10a
and 10b show the braid and the between-the-braid plane distribu-
tions of g at t¤D 150, respectively. A visual comparison with the
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a)
b)
Fig. 10 Run R750 (Table 6), t¤ = 150, dissipation in the a) braid plane
(x3 = 0:0075m)andb)between-the-braidplane (x3 = 0:06m)[dimension
is J/(m3K)].
jr½j plots of Figs. 8a and 8b leads to the conclusion that there is
a strong correlation between these two quantities; the calculated
global correlation is 0.85, and the braid correlation is 0.86. These
results regarding strong dissipation at a density gradient interface
agreewith the observationsof Hannounet al.,29 who experimentally
investigated the turbulence structure near a sharp density interface
and found that small scaleswere dampedby the region of large jr½j
that acted similar to a material interface.
To determine the mechanism(s) primarily responsiblefor the dis-
sipation, homogeneous-plane average plots of the gvisc; gmass, and
gtemp contributions to g are shown in Figs. 11a (average) and 11b
(rms) at t¤D 150; these are typicalof the situationat t¤D 80 as well.
The contribution from gmass is a factor of 6 larger than those from
gvisc and gtemp for both the average and the rms. The largest peaks
in the average (Fig. 11a) are on the O2 side, corresponding to the
HDGM region, and at the boundaryof the two species, correspond-
ing to large gradients in the mass fractions; the secondary peaks
on the H2 region also correspond to the HDGM region. The major
peak in the rms (Fig. 11b) corresponds to the boundary between
species, with secondary peaks on either side corresponding to the
HDGM regions.Most of gvisc is concentratedon the H2 side, where
most of the small scales have been created (see Fig. 5). Note that
gtemp has a small peak at the boundary between the two species,
which also corresponds to the location of the initial temperature
strati cation. The much smaller gtemp is the result of the enhanced
Leeff at supercriticalconditions, as shown by Harstad and Bellan.12
The largerLewis number Leeff causes the temperature to relax faster
than themass fraction(nondimensionalgradientsare smaller), as the
larger (than at low-pressure conditions) thermal conductivity pro-
motes heat transfer. It is also apparent that gtemp produces slightly
more rms than gvisc:
Based on this analysis, it is apparent that supercritical mixing
layers are quite different from their atmospheric condition, subcrit-
ical counterparts. In these latter mixing layers, the dissipation is
a)
b)
Fig. 11 Run R750 (Table 6), t ¤ = 150, contributions to the dissipation
from viscous, heat  ux, and molar  ux effects in homogeneous planes:
a) average and b) rms [dimension is J/(m3K)].
mainly of viscous origin, whereas in the supercriticalmixing layer,
the dissipationis primarily due to mass  ux effects.Because it is the
dissipation that must ultimately be duplicated by turbulence mod-
els, the implication of this  nding is that those models focusing on
viscosity effects might be misguided when trying to portray super-
critical turbulent mixing.
IX. Conclusions
A DNS study has been performed of a supercritical three-
dimensional temporal O2/H2 mixing layer to explore aspects of
mixing under shearingconditions.The conservationequationswere
based on  uctuation–dissipation theory, having an enlarged trans-
port matrix that includes Soret and Dufour effects. To close the
system of equations, a real gas EOS was coupled to the differential
equations.The Schmidt and Prandtl numberswere accurateasmuch
as possible in the chosen (p; T / regime. This was accomplishedby
correlating the Schmidt and Prandtl numbers as functions of the
thermodynamic variables, consistent with contour plots of these
numbers based on accurate properties.The values of these numbers
determined the thermal conductivity and diffusivity, whereas the
viscosity was determined from the prescribed initial value of the
Reynolds number. Boundary conditionswere of periodic type in the
streamwise and spanwise directions and of nonre ecting out ow
type, based on a real gas characteristic analysis of the differential
equations, in the cross-streamdirection.Additional to the Reynolds
number, the initial conditionsprescribedtheMach number, the tem-
peratures of the two freestreams, the pressure, and the perturbation
of the layer.
Simple calculations showed that, at high pressure, as the oxygen
is at lower temperatures, the strati cation increases dramatically.A
stability analysis conductedfor the O2/H2 system resulted in curves
illustratingan increased stabilitywith respect to the incompressible
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case and a most unstable wavelength increasing with increasing
strati cation.
Based on the stability analysis and previous experience with
heptane/nitrogen supercritical mixing layers, the perturbation
wavelengthwas chosen to be the most unstable incompressibleone,
and the amplitudes of the excitationwere those that previously lead
to transition in a similar heptane/nitrogen mixing layer simulation
having albeit a smaller initial density strati cation.The domain size
was four times the perturbation wavelength to accommodate four
vortices and two pairings. Two mixing layer conditions were sim-
ulated, differing only by the initial Reynolds number. Whereas the
smaller initialReynolds number simulationdid not reach transition,
the larger initial Reynolds number reached a transitional state. This
conclusionwas based on considerationof global layer evolution,as
well as energy spectra at the transitional state.
For the larger-initial-Reynolds-number layer, global character-
istics of the layer showed a momentum thickness and product
thickness continuous growth, with a relatively large momentum-
thickness-based Reynolds number reached. The evolution of the
global positive spanwise vorticity and the enstrophy displayed a
large peak following the  rst pairing and continued to decay after-
wards with only a minor increase following the second pairing.
To understandthe rotational characteristicsof the layer indicated
by the global evolution, the vorticity and vorticity magnitude bud-
gets were scrutinized at times following each pairing. Consistent
with the global growth characteristics,very little vorticity is created
on the oxygen side of the layer, which contains the heavier  uid.
Most of the vorticity is created on the hydrogen side of the layer by
the action of the stretching/tilting term. Even in those regions, the
negative viscous term dominates the budget of the vorticity magni-
tude squared, draining vorticity from the system and explaining the
eventual decrease in the global positive spanwise vorticity.
Visualizations of the dynamic and thermodynamic variables re-
vealedregionsofHDGM,whichmostly exist in the lowerO2 stream.
These regions are the result of both the distortion of the initial den-
sity strati cationboundaryand themixingof the two  uids.Because
of the very large molar weight ratio between oxygen and hydrogen,
parcels of O2 detached from the lower stream maintain their den-
sity identity while being entrained into the upper, lighter hydrogen,
therebycreating these large density-gradient-magnitude regionsbe-
fore the complete mixing of the two  uids. Although regions of
HDGM also were identi ed during the mixing of heptane/nitrogen,
in that situation they were quantitatively correlated with locations
of mixture nonideality. In contrast, at the conditions of the present
simulations, the  uid behaves as a perfect gas and an ideal mixture.
At the transitional state, inspection of the irreversible entropy
production, which is the dissipation, revealed a strong correlation
with the HDGM regions. In contrast to atmospheric mixing layers
where most of the dissipationis of viscous origin, here it was found
that the overwhelming contribution is from the species mass  ux,
making the two situations fundamentallydifferent. This result indi-
cates that turbulencemodels focusingon viscosityeffectsmight not
be portraying the correct physics under supercritical conditions.
These  ndingsare the resultof examininga single realization,and
additional studies at different temperatures are necessary to gener-
alize these preliminary conclusions. Simulations at lower tempera-
tures, where real gas andmixturenonidealityeffects are expected to
play an important role, will be more relevant to O2 disintegration.
Appendix: Mixing Rules
Miscellaneous relationships relevant to the EOS are
am D
X
i
X
j
X i X jai j .T /; bm D
X
i
X ibi
where indices here do not follow the Einstein notation, and
ai j D 0:457236
£
.RuTc;i j /
2
¯
pc;i j
¤
®i® j (A1)
®i ´ 1C Ci ¡ Ci
p
T=Tc;i
Ci D 0:37464C 1:54226Äi ¡ 0:26992Ä2i
bi D 0:077796.RuTc;i=pc;i /
Tc;i j D .1¡ ki j /
p
Tc;iTc; j with kii D 0 (A2)
vc;i j D 18
±
v
1
3
c;i C v
1
3
c; j
²3
; Zc;i j D 12 .Zc;i C Zc; j /
pc;i j D RuTc;i j Zc;i j
vc;i j
with Tc;i , Z c;i vc;i , and pc;i being the pure species critical values.
Äi is the species acentric factor, and ki j is an empirical mixing
parameter. The values for hydrogen and oxygen are in Table 1.
Most data references pertain to k 0i j , another mixing parameter
related to ai j through
k 0i j D 1¡
ai jp
ai ia j j
(A3)
Replacing in Eq. (A3) ai j and Tc;i j from Eqs. (A1) and (A2) yields
a relationship between the parameters ki j and k 0i j
.1¡ ki j / D .1¡ k 0i j /
Zc;i j
vc;i j
³
vc;ivc; j
Z c;i Z c; j
´ 1
2
Given the lack of information regarding the values of ki j or k 0i j , in
the simulations, here ki j D 0.
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